
Roof Crafters Builds Special Cooking Trailer for
Local Charity Events

Roof Crafters

Louisiana's own Roof Crafters from the
Baton Rouge Louisiana area designs
and builds special event cooking trailer to
aid local schools, churches and charities

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA , UNITED
STATES , December 20, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Baton Rouge,
Louisiana-based professional roofing
service provider Roof Crafters, LLC is
donating a unique cooking trailer to local
churches and schools in Greater Baton
Rouge, Louisiana for event use at no
cost. Roof Crafters' continuous pursuit to
help individuals in need helps to uphold
its goals and commitment to giving back to the local community. 

Louisiana Roof Crafters, LLC of Baton Rouge, Louisiana builds a special cooking trailer for local
charities, churches and schools as part of its enduring mission to contribute to the community and

Roof Crafters is thrilled to be
able to offer this special
cooking trailer to our local
charities. Our team came up
with this idea from the local
love of Cajun food in
Louisiana”

Will Lampton

help those in need. This unique trailer will help those in need
residing in the Hammond, Denham Springs, Baton Rouge and
North Shore areas of Louisiana. However, charities outside
the Greater Baton Rouge region are welcome to use its
services, too.

"Roof Crafters is thrilled to be able to offer this special cooking
trailer to our local charities. Our team came up with this idea
from the local love of Cajun food in Louisiana," explains Roof
Crafters team leader and roofing expert Will Lampton.

A Special Trailer for a Special Community

The cooking trailer was specially designed and crafted by the Roof Crafters team for the local
charities of Denham Springs, Hammond, Baton Rouge and the North Shore areas of Louisiana. Local
charities will be able to serve up local Louisiana-flavor Cajun dishes and other cuisine thanks to the
cooking trailer's crawfish boilers and barbecue grills. To use the cooking trailer for an event, schools,
churches and charities based in these areas and the surrounding communities of Greater Baton
Rouge need only to contact Roof Crafters and put in a request. Roof Crafters provides delivery, set up
and pickup services for the schools and churches that want to use the cooking trailer for an event.
Charities just need to contact Roof Crafters to pick up the cooking trailer at the end of their events. As
part of its gratitude for the community's continuous support, Roof Crafters is providing these services
to local charities for free. Contact Roof Crafters for more information or to make a request for local

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.theroofcrafters.com
https://theroofcrafters.com/locations/hammond-roofing-contractor/
https://theroofcrafters.com/roof-crafters/team-members/


charities in the Greater Baton Rouge region of Louisiana.

About Roof Crafters, LLC

Louisiana-based Roof Crafters, LLC provides years of experience delivering professional roofing
services expertise in the roofing construction industry. As a leading contractor, Roof Crafters also
serves as a trusted source for expert roofing services as a technically advanced roofing contractor.
Roof Crafters provides quality professional roofing services using the best roofing materials and
contractors who continuously learn innovative practices via ongoing CertainTeed training. Roof
Crafters offers confidence every client can leverage thanks to its CertainTeed Roofing certifications
and its accredited membership in the Better Business Bureau.
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